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St Peter’s Goodworth Clatford
“They say that things happen in threes...”
ver the past 75 years, the bell tower of
St Peter’s church, Goodworth Clatford - with its stone decoration (an unusual
feature in Hampshire) - has undergone
some fundamental “upgrades” within, to
which the non ringing and non Churchgoing folk, who have passed by it over the
many decades on their way along Church
Lane which leads to and from the centre of
the village, would have been oblivious.
A mere ring of three as recently as 1936
(cast in 1622, 1627 and 1700), the new
incumbent vicar, the Reverend Gidlow
(perhaps having had enough of listening
to “Three Blind Mice” being rung over
and over again?!) took a keen interest in
the existing bells and set about collecting
money from within the village to augment
the ring to a peal of six. And so in 1937, a
new treble, second and third were cast by
John Taylor and Co. of Loughborough.
Naturally, doubling the number of bells
in the tower led to a recruitment drive,
and subsequently four choir boys from St
Peter’s were taught to ring. George Dowling, now aged 87 and our band’s most
senior member (as well as the most regular
ringer at both Wednesday evening practice
and Sunday service ringing!) was one of
these choir boys. The new bells were hung
in time for these eager young lads to ring
in celebration of the Coronation of King
George VI in Westminster Abbey on 12th
May, 1937.
Fast forward almost half a century and
during the early 1980s, the St. Peter’s
Bell Fund (started in memory of George’s
father, Ernest Dowling, who had been a Church Warden)
aided by donations, grants, and a great deal of additional
fund-raising, allowed us to order two new trebles from the
Whitechapel Bell Foundry. The total needed was £7,500.
We were very fortunate to be given a bell by The Royal Air
Force Guild of Bellringers, which had been cast by Taylors
for the New Guard House at Old Sarum Barracks, Durrington (date of casting unknown but supplied in 1924).
Discovered by one of our ringers languishing in a store at

O

RAF Upavon, this generous gift and various ploys such as
providing manual labour for the installation, accommodation for the bellhanger, etc., enabled us to reduce the final
cost. This bell was melted down and with additional bell
metal, two new trebles were cast at the Whitechapel Bell
Foundry on 27th January 1986. A large section of new frame
and the two new bells were installed over a two-week period
by Phil Jakeman from Whitechapel in February 1986, giving
us today’s complete ring of eight.

The Guild Diary

The central reference point for dates of District and Guild
events is the Guild diary, which is available to all members
(and visitors) on the Guild website. May I make a plea that it
is kept as up-to-date as possible?
David Strong

Clare Griffiths - Guild Hon
General Secretary

I

t’s always difficult to know where to start, but for me, the
beginning is not very far away! I had lived on the Isle of
Wight since the age of eight, but church bells had never been
anything more than a distant sound on a Sunday morning
– until I moved to Carisbrooke in 2001, where the church
The “Royal Air Force Bell” tower stood almost at the bottom of my garden. Even then, it
was the lure of a fine view that drew me in. Nearly nine years
We have a simulator recently installed - thanks to a very
on, and I still don’t quite know how I managed to become a
generous donation in memory of a member of the Clatford
bell ringer!
band, Armine Wodehouse, from his widow Louise (who is
also a ringer). Motorcycle tyres, cut in half, make for a quick
and simple way of silencing the bells, and all eight have
had the necessary fittings installed for the computer-based
software.
However we are fairly inexperienced with the device, so any
bands from the Diocese (or further afield!) are very welcome
to visit us to try it out - and at the same time hopefully demonstrate how we can get more out of it.
Max E Roberts with Christine Knights-Whittome

Master’s Notes
Guild AGM Elections

Elections of Guild Officers, which take place every three
years, were held at Basingstoke on 3rd July. I am pleased to
introduce to you two new faces. First, Clare Griffiths, who is
the Guild General Secretary. Clare is known to many as she
has been resident in both the Isle of Wight and Winchester
Districts. Second, Mike Till, who is the Guild Vice-Master.
Mike has done sterling work at several levels in the Oxford
Diocesan Guild. Pam Thompson is now the Minute Secretary, and other Officers were re-elected. However, the post of
Public relations Office is vacant. If anyone is interested in this
post please would s/he be in touch.

What Is The Guild?

I feel that many members view the ‘Guild’ as a rather distant
and separate organisation. In fact the Guild is all the members together. Some members may be elected to offices in
their towers, their Districts, or the Guild, but the unit of
Guild membership remains the same. In order to bridge this
perceived gap, we need to work together and keep in touch
more effectively.

I remember the anxiety and excitement of learning, and
that peculiar mixture remains with me still. I also remember
attending my first Quarterly District Meeting at Shorwell,
and gradually spreading my wings, ringing in new towers,
meeting new people and becoming absorbed in a hobby that
seemed to offer so much enjoyment.
Moving to Romsey in 2004 further enhanced my involveDistrict AGMs
The Master always tries to be present at as many Annual Dis- ment in ringing at every level. Firstly, I joined the band at
trict Meetings as possible. Often, this proves difficult due to Bishopstoke, where method ringing and then peals became
a part of my life. I still remember that first peal, the band
bad weather, family commitments, or more than one ADM
scheduled on the same date. Now that there is a Master and of friends who shared that experience with me, and am glad
that I have been able to watch and share in that same experia Vice-Master in post it should be possible for at least one
of the principal officers to be present at every ADM - this is ence with other ringers since then. Ringing, to me, is such a
the aim! Please keep us informed of ADM dates and arrange- mix of things, but friendship and the shared comradeship of
belonging to a band is the most important.
ments, and of any other events we can support.
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In 2006, I was proud to be elected treasurer of the Winchester District. I enjoyed my time as an officer, for it both gave
me a great insight into the workings of the District, and
introduced me to so many new friends from all towers. I was
proud to be elected to the Ancient Society of College Youths
in 2007, and have managed to combine my artistic skills
with my love of ringing by becoming the Society’s peal writer
this year.
Now living back on the Isle of Wight, I am still just as much
a part of the Winchester and Portsmouth Guild as ever, and
was very pleased to be elected as Hon General Secretary. Although I may be lacking in the years of experience of some, I
feel that experience is always something to be gained, and so
I look forward to serving in the Guild, and getting to know
you and your Districts in the years ahead.

Mike Till - Guild ViceMaster and Central Council
Representative

M

y ringing career started on the ring of six at Midhurst,
West Sussex, in 1966. This conflicted slightly with
my role as head chorister, but the start of a lifelong interest
in ringing was well worth the effort of juggling times and
attendance. Midhurst had a call-change band at this time,
but we were soon introduced to the mysteries of Grandsire
Doubles. I rang three or four quarters and a half peal in this
method before leaving home in 1970 to work at AWRE
Aldermaston. I became a member of Aldermaston tower and
a resident member of Baughurst towers, cycling between the
two to ring for services.

In 1973 a change of job took me to Worthing, where I
joined the band at St Botolph’s, Heene. During this period I
started to want to contribute to the running of the ringing,

and became steeple keeper for some years. In 1980 I moved
back to AWRE and bought a house in Thatcham. My family
joined me early the next year. Naturally, I joined the band
at Thatcham, starting a twenty-five year association with the
tower. This included a spell as deputy tower captain before I
agreed to be “seconded” to Midgham in 1988 to teach a band
there. I was tower captain at Midgham until 2000, when I
was called back to Thatcham to take over as tower captain
from Bill Butler, retiring after forty years in the job.
Between 1985 and 2008 I held all sorts of positions in the
Oxford Diocesan Guild at Branch and Guild level, including
two sessions each as Ringing Master and Chairman of the
Newbury Branch. I was one of the Branch Representatives on
the Guild General Committee throughout that time. I served
on the Guild Education Committee, ten years as Secretary
and two years as Chairman, I was a Guild Steward for two
triennia, and served as one of the Guild Central Council
Representatives for ten years until I moved to Basingstoke in
2004. Since then I have become a member of the Winchester
Cathedral band, being elected Joint Ringing Master earlier
this year.
For the record, I have rung 512 quarter peals and 919 peals,
including 18 in hand. I enjoy helping out wherever I may
be of use and Lucy (Joint Ringing Master in the Winchester District) and I often travel long distances to help with a
practice that needs a little strengthening. I am very happy to
be back in the Winchester and Portsmouth Guild, and I hope
it will be a long and enjoyable association for all of us.

London Surprise Royal

I

was fortunate before I gave up peal ringing to ring my 50th
Peal in these methods at Awbridge (Thank you John Dodd)
and for me this was a milestone in my peal ringing career as
it also completed London Royal in all the Hampshire Towers
and Carisbrooke on the Isle Of Wight.
Hampshire was all London No 3 Charles Kippin first rang it
at Beddington and it became known as Beddington Version,
the 1,2,3 & 4 were all rung at Thatcham as well as Metropolitan one of the more difficult ones, York-Bramble’s method
while No 1 was Stepney version and No 2 Brighton Version
probably called by our own George Williams while he resided
there while No 4 could be Richard Pearce as he was the first
one to call it and ring it.
I am writing this as a matter of interest to your readers,
not boasting but proud to say I called them all with a band
pleased enough to go along with me and having Thatcham
as a tower to do it in, other variations such as Feltham and
already mentioned - Metropolitan were rung there.
If we go in for highher numbers on the London theme with
the same backwork we have Mellor, Londinium, Barford, and
the best one based on No 3 Newgate, there are many others
such as Embankment mostly introduced to the Exercise in
Birmingham although Londinium was by a North Country
band at Aston Under Lyme.
I do have a record of my London Major peals but Bristol or
Yorkshire are my leading methods, now I take a backseat as
George Williams did after his last peal of Cambridge Major
at Soberton but still watch the progress of others. My ambition is to ring a Quarter Peal on my 80th birthday and to
celebrate it in the usual manner, it’s getting closer every day.
Geoff Dodd.
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Kenneth Tipper 1927-2010

K

en learnt to ring at St Peter’s Petersfield, Hampshire in
1946, when, being at a loose end after breaking up with
his then girlfriend, he was persuaded by a friend to come
up the tower to see what went on. He was taught by Cecil
“Squeak” Wright, at a time when all the ringers in the tower
were men, the regime was strict, and no-one touched a rope
until asked to do so by “Squeak”. Beginners considered it
such a privilege to ring, that they would turn up on a Sunday
just to be allowed to ring the 5 minute bell before service.
Call changes were not rung in the area at that time, so after
mastering rounds Ken progressed directly to plain hunting
the treble. He rang his first quarter peal in 1952 on the occasion of the death of King George VI.
After his marriage to Margaret in 1951, Ken continued to
progress. During the fifties most of the former Petersfield
ringers moved on and Ken became captain around 1955. He
then took on responsibility for teaching learners, which over
the years must have numbered some hundreds, including
many from the local boy’s grammar school, the local secondary school and complete bands at Froxfield, Privett and
East Meon, and helping to train bands at Rogate and South
Harting. Perhaps he was most proud of teaching his son Ron,
daughter Maureen, and in later years his grand-daughters
Katy and Claire, all of whom still ring.
Ken became district ringing master around 1969, continuing
in that role until 1980. He introduced more regular practice
meetings, and discontinued the tradition whereby at quarterly meetings, beginners were only allowed to ring during
the afternoon, with evening ringing reserved for the advanced
ringers. He took pride in making all ringers welcome, and
ensuring that everyone had their fair share of time on the end
of a rope. In those days it was not unusual to have attendances of around 60-70 ringers at quarterly meetings, so this
was no mean feat.
He was always adamant that the striking was very important,
and would always prefer that a simple method was rung
well, rather than a complex one rung badly, especially on
Sundays and for weddings. Together with Margaret, Ken was
a stalwart supporter of the annual district barbecue, and for
many years did a large proportion of the cooking, as well as
the clearing up after the event.
Amongst Ken’s personal achievements were around 30 peals,
including Yorkshire S Major at Petersfield. He didn’t start to

ring Stedman Triples until after Ron and Mo had begun to
ring, as the opportunity for learning it at Petersfield simply did not exist before that time. A bus driver by profession, there were many occasions when he made the bus late
because he was busy doing his homework learning a new
method! He was very proud to have been made a life member
of the Winchester and Portsmouth Guild in 2000, after completing 50 years unbroken membership. Ken last rang during
2009, but continued to take a keen interest in all that was
happening in the world of ringing until his death. Before and
after his well-attended funeral there was half muffled ringing
by Alton and Petersfield district members and Winchester
and Portsmouth Guild ringers. A peal and several quarter
peals have been rung and dedicated to his memory.
Maureen Routh

Four Days To Ireland-And Back On A Holiday
Two Peals And A Quarter Peal

I

t started at 6.30 am when Roy LeMarechal picked me up
en route to Chilcompton. Here we met up with Matthew
Higby and Graham Wright with Matthew’s trailer full of
Graham’s mobile ring of eight bells. Then to Fishguard and
Ireland here we come. Ireland and the long journey to Skibbereen arrival 11.15 pm with Bed and Breakfast, in a local
Pub. And at 2.00 am after an evening of eating and drinking
- bed — I slept well.
St Patrick’s day and a pint of Guinness, Roy caught us and
took a photograph of us glass in hand before setting off with
the trailer where our lorry awaited us then all morning assembling the bells on the low loader and meeting Di our host
for the week end and then we were ready for the Carnival
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procession that afternoon being joined by Rod Bickerton
making the sixth ringer.
The try out stationary, a difference on a moving lorry but we
tried for a Quarter peal of Bob Doubles whilst the lorry was
in motion which came to a premature finish when the lorry
had to make an emergency stop almost losing Diana over
the back. Me I was on a Bar stool borrowed from the Pub. It
went down well with the crowds lining the half mile route,
then the dismantling back on the trailer left at one of the
ringer’s home.
Then my big moment, my last Cathedral in the British Isles,
Roscarbery, my speech before we started “Thank you Roy and
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Matthew for the opportunity to ring here today Treble going,
Treble Gone”.
“That’s All” three hours later. Me – “Hooray”.
More drinking 11.30 pm “Come on Geoff we are going to
ring a Quarter Peal”. Me “Pull the other leg, it’s got bells on”.
No leg pull, walk to Church just across the road “Go Bob
Doubles” at 11.50, first for Di inside. “That’s All”, back to
Pub but the Bar was closed and so to bed.
Next morning more Guinness then at 11.00 A.M to the
Church again at Skibbereen after lunch and away to Seven
Surprise, another treble, no time for a beer as it was away to
catch the Evening Ferry at Cork so trailer and away we go
with time for a quick tour of a nearby Island to a very large
Church with a very large bell which we heard strike the hour
before boarding the ferry for Swansea with time for a quick

beer beforehand. Another
long day and bed, yes we
had a berth and a good
sleep on the overnight
ferry.
Then it was Chilcompton
and home after bidding
Matthew and Graham
farewell, thanks to all, I
have my memories.
Geoff Dodd
[He didn’t mention that he
twisted your editor’s arm to
take his place in a peal at BP so
that he could go! – Ed]

All a bit much!

USA 2010

S

ometime back in 2009, Ann and I decided, after a request from
Stephanie, to take her to New York for a long weekend to mark
her 18th birthday. As can happen, this plan evolved and grew. We
decided to include a visit to ex-Winchester tower captain, Carrie
Eisenhauer in Boston. To make up a foursome we invited along my
sister, Kay. Then we asked along John & Charlotte Colliss. Charlotte
was also marking a significant birthday in 2010 and had never been
to the USA. Next we asked Hugh & Mo Routh. Neither had been to
the USA and Hugh was celebrating the same birthday as Charlotte.
Finally, since we had more time than we needed in New York and
Boston, Washington and Niagara Falls were added to the itinerary.
We flew out on 23rd July and landed in Washington in the worst
heat wave for many years with the daytime temperature above 40C. 4
days sightseeing here took in all the usual famous landmarks and also
included, on Sunday 25th, a quarter peal at the Cathedral followed
by a peal at the Old Post Office Tower. Both sets of bells are very
good but the ringing was done in atrociously hot conditions. Neither
tower has air conditioning although ten individual fans at the Cathedral did help a little.
On Tuesday 27th we caught a bus to New York. We did many of the
usual touristy things including trips up the Empire State Building
and Statue of Liberty, a Broadway show, Central Park and Ground
Zero. On Wednesday we joined the local practice at Trinity where, in
just 3 years the local band has progressed to ringing Bristol S.12! On
Friday, our last day in New York, 6 of us, with 6 local ringers, rang a
peal of Grandsire Cinques. In this, both Charlotte and Mo rang their
first peal on 12 bells.

After an early rise (05:30) on Saturday some of
us experienced our first ride in a stretched limo
as we travelled from our hotel to LaGuardia
airport for the flights to Philadelphia then Buffalo. Here we hired 2 cars and drove straight to
the Canadian side of Niagara Falls to see what
34 million gallons of water per minute falling
176 feet looked like. Very impressive. We were
only here for 2.5 days and only 1.5 days were
W&P Newsletter November 2010
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actually spent at the falls. However, that was plenty of time to
see the falls from almost every possible angle, above, behind
and from 50 feet away in the middle of the river! The last was
both spectacular and very very wet. The other day was spent
in Toronto. Here we joined in for Sunday service ringing on
North America’s first ring of 12 at St James Cathedral before
ringing another peal of Grandsire Cinques later in the day,
once again with 6 North American ringers.
Tuesday 3rd August saw our earliest start to the day. We were
up at 03:45 to get back to Buffalo and fly to Boston. From
here we crammed everybody into one 8 seat car then drove
off for the nearest you could get to a ringing outing in New
England. We rang at Groton, both towers in Boston and
finished at Hingham practice where the locals made us very
welcome and arranged an evening meal for us. At the first
Boston tower we finally met up with Carrie, our host for the
remainder of our stay.
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday were spent in Boston, Plymouth and Carrie’s hometown of Cohasset respectively. During the Tuesday outing, we had been joined by some ringers

from Orleans which has the newest ring of bells in USA. On
Thursday we travelled out on Cape Cod to visit them. We
spent 2 hours in the morning helping with a teaching session
ranging from handling, through Plain Hunting to Plain Bob.
The local ringers treated us to lunch then we were privileged
to be able to ring in the first peal of Royal on these superb
bells in their custom built tower.
The time just flew past and, all too soon on Saturday 7th
August, it was time to pack up and head out to the airport
for our 21:30 flight. Sad goodbyes were said to Carrie, her
husband Eric and son Josh who had been wonderful hosts
for 5 days. It had been an excellent 2 weeks with, hopefully,
the right balance or ringing and sightseeing (Stephanie would
disagree on that). All the American and Canadian ringers we
met were incredibly friendly and helpful. If anybody else ever
thinks of arranging any sort of ringing trip to the area they
may be assured of the best of welcomes. Tip from me though,
don’t go in August!
Roy LeMarechal

The Winchester Stay-Lock

I

f patience is a virtue, the ringers at Winchester Cathedral
must be among the most virtuous in the country. I first
rang here in 1984 and it certainly feels as if our debate has
raged for most of the intervening period, but certainly since
the augmentation to 14 in 1992. With a sharp fourth and flat
eighth giving us 16 bells in total, what has kept us preoccupied for all that time?
Way back then, we rang down only those bells needed for the
virgers to chime, and for the clock. With increased concerns
for Health and Safety, we were asked to ring down all the
bells after each ring (except between Sunday morning and afternoon – I think we just hoped or prayed that there wouldn’t
be a fire at lunchtime on a Sunday) and the time and energy
needed for this, with 16 bells (tenor approx 1¾ tons), was
not inconsiderable. Initially the concern was for the safety
of the fire brigade in the event of a fire, and for the Works
Department should they need access to the bell-chamber.
Subsequently the advent of public tower tours increased the
risk to safety and appeared to remove any chance of our being
able to leave the bells up. And so the discussions began …
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We’ve had our moments of humour over the years: a proposed cage round the bells was estimated to cost the unlikely
sum of £75,000. Debates were held over whether the fire
brigade could actually get to the bells in their full gear up
the very narrow spiral staircase, the risks of a stay burning
through and the bell crushing someone, and best of all, the
wonderful thought that the bells might fill with water, the
weight break the stay, and a fireman be flushed down the
stairs. In the last couple of years, we have been grateful for
a change in the Cathedral’s approach from one of finding
a block to every idea, to a constructive willingness to find
a workable solution; and so the Winchester Stay-Lock was
born.
Our first prototype, designed by Graham Grant, was an
electro-mechanical version of the final system, and a working
model was produced for the appropriate Cathedral committee to consider. The idea behind this ingenious mechanism
was for the ringers to be able to throw a Frankenstein-style
switch from the ringing chamber and for all the bells to be
locked mouth up. The bare, live contacts and indicator lights
were enough to convince the committee that
although the approach was right, we should drop
the ‘electro’ element of the system and develop a
purely mechanical version. This was engineered
and installed as a trial on the 13th bell a year
ago, and approvals having been given by the fire
brigade, the Cathedral’s insurance Company and
their Health and Safety adviser, the remaining 15
have progressively been implemented.
The photograph shows the system in practice, and
with only minor adjustments and time for familiarity, we are delighted with the result. Awards for
persistence go to Charles Lidbury who started
the process when he was Tower Captain, Graham
Grant whose drawings and prototype showed the
way, and Carrie Eisenhauer, former Captain, who
helped to drive the whole process to conclusion.
George Medd, Tower Captain, Winchester Cathedral.
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Ringing for Rosemary Lee

R

Curdridge

osemary Lee, long time ringer and tower secretary at
Curdridge, died on 13th September 2010 and we have
been giving thanks for her life with ringing – as she herself
asked. A few years ago she gave instructions: ‘On my death,
please have a Cheerful Thanksgiving Service, and a good
party for those interested. I would like my ringing friends
to have a good ring, at their convenience, long and loud
please!” Well, her instructions were carried out! Her Thanksgiving Service at Curdridge on Wednesday 22nd September
was certainly cheerful, with plenty of hymns, readings by
her daughters Angie and Rosie and an excellent tribute by
her son Christopher (Kip). The service was preceded by 30
minutes half-muffled ringing, and followed by a party in the
Reading Room where lots of photographs of her life were on
display.
She was born Rosemary Vanner Early on 16th May 1915,
and Kip showed us the pewter mug that her father used to
toast her birth while he was on the Western Front in the First
World War. He was a strictly teetotal Methodist, so used
cocoa: Chris said that Mum kept the faith but did not follow
the teetotal line, and invited me to use the same mug to toast
her life in Black Sheep beer, of which he kindly supplied a
dozen bottles for the ringers. Her father may not have approved, but Rose certainly would have! Her family owned a
blanket making firm in Witney (she would have said the Top
firm) and after leaving boarding school, where she was apparently a challenge, she returned home after a year’s cooking
and housekeeping school to help with family and household.
On 2nd September 1939, the day before World War 2 broke
out, she married an RAF pilot, Donald Lee, seeing him rejoin
his squadron at 7am next day. They were together for 29
years until his unfortunate early death aged only 53.
She had a wide range of interests, including dogs, hunting,
New Forest ponies, chickens, strawberries, birds, bees, bellringing, brewing, bread-making, bats, singing in the church
choir, canal trips, Meals on Wheels and the Gardening Club,
and of course her children and grandchildren. She visited
them regularly, although some had moved to Australia. Her
last five years were spent in the White House nursing home
at Curdridge, where she was very well looked after.
Kip said that in a way she never grew up and remained a
busy, insatiably curious girl who never aged in her spirit or
attitudes, and of whom her housemistress said ‘she ought to
do something fine’; she did indeed and many people were
richer for being touched by her life.
A quarter peal of 1372 Plain Bob Triples was rung for her on
Sunday 26th September, in 47 minutes. It was the second attempt, after the first fired out after about 20 minutes – well,
she got her long ringing! The ringers included Terry Hargreaves, former tower captain, who taught Rose to ring.
Robin Milford

C

Florence Nightingale

M

any will be aware that Florence is buried at East Wellow near Romsey. The Centenary of her death was
marked on Friday 13th August by a special service at St
Margaret’s East Wellow.
Prior to the special service members of the Guild of Medical Ringers chimed the bells at. The condition of the tower,
unfortunately, not permitting full circle ringing.
After the service a band of Nightingale Nurses assembled at
St Leonard’s Church, Sherfield English and rang a quarter
peal of 1260 changes of Plain Bob Doubles.
This was organised by Wendy Lee from Altrincham a member of the Guild of Medical Ringers who having trained at St
Thomas’s is also Nightingale Nurse. It took many months to
find and organise ringers from within a non ringing organisation. St Leonard’s as being the nearest ringing tower was the
obvious choice of venue and grateful thanks are expressed to
Nora Pointer, Sherfield’s Tower Captain who was most accommodating and supportive of the attempt
After a couple of false starts a successful quarter with the 7,
6 and 8 cover was achieved, the band then adjourned to The
Hatchet!
Treble
2
3
4
5
6
7
Tenor

Helen Sutton (Norfolk)
Mandy Bartlett
Rosemary Spencer (Stockport)
Judy Young (Kent)
Brenda Davies (Kent)
Susan Freeman (Altrincham)
Judy Bourne (London)
Wendy Lee (Altrincham)

On the Friday evening at Bishopstoke a peal of 5040 changes
of Nightingale Treble Place Royal, the first peal in the
method.
Treble
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Tenor

Margaret E L Chapman
D Annabel Preston
Edward P D Colliss
Clare J Griffiths
Graham J Wright
John S Croft
James A Hodkin
Roy LeMarechal (C)
Jonathan C Hetherington
David E House

50 years ago the ringers of treble and tenor took part in a
peal of Major in the same method for the 50th anniversary.
Geoff Dodd was also in the 50th anniversary peal and was
the inspiration for this one.
Elizabeth Johnson & John Palk

Double First at Liss

ongratulations go to Pam Fairnington and David Self of
St. Mary’s Liss who both rang their first quarter.
Pam rang the treble, and David the tenor, both ringers receiving praise from the conductor Roger Barber.
The rest of the band join Roger in congratulating Pam and
David on the first of hopefully many quarters.
Andrew Banks
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Enjoying lunch at the August Mid-Monthly
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Incident With Clock Chime Hammer

A

n unfortunate incident occurred at Curdridge
on Wednesday 22nd September while ringing for the Thanksgiving Service for the life of
Rosemary Lee, former ringer and tower secretary
at Curdridge. We had been asked to ring half-muffled by the Vicar, and were just lowering the bells
after half an hour’s ringing before the service when
Francis Mitchell, on the 5th, said that his bell
had just stopped dead. I went up to have a look
and found that the clock chime hammer for the
4th bell, which strikes through the wheel of the
5th, had been knocked sideways and was jammed
between the wheel and the frame. The bell was
fully down.
I noticed that the top part of the muffle on the
5th, which was tied around the clapper shaft with
nylon cords, was hanging down below the clapper,
still attached by the leather strap below the ball.
This is shown by the attached photograph, which
I took later after putting the muffle back as it was
found.
All three chime hammers were hooked down for ringing,
although the clock has been out of action for some months
because of electrical problems. It looks to me that what may
have happened is that the cords came undone and wrapped
themselves round the bar of the chime hammer, jerking it up
and putting the hammer end through the wheel. This was the
only muffle that came loose like this, and by Sod’s Law, the

5th is the only bell with a chime hammer below. The hammer and supporting bracket (also bent) were unbolted from
the frame and removed as we had a wedding on Saturday and
quarter peal for Rose on Sunday.
If you have any half-muffled ringing coming up, I suggest
that anyone with a similar muffle arrangement check their
knots and put a bit of duct tape or similar around the muffle
to make sure it stays put!
Robin Milford

St Nicholas Newnham

H

ow true the old cliché is that one thing leads to another... The bell project at Newnham came about as a
direct result for the restoration of the bells two years ago at
nearby Herriard. The Basingstoke District arranged an open
day locally, with the three at Newnham being opened for the
occasion. A brief chat with the vicar about the bells being 1,
3 and 4 of a ring of 4 and the space in the tower aroused a
little interest, but a follow up email came to nothing, and the
idea dropped... until 2 years later and a project was born!
Newnham is a small village just to the north-west of Hook in
North Hampshire. It has a population of just over 500 people, with the main part of the village situated round a large
village green. St Nicholas’ church is tucked away from the
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green was founded in 1130. A substantial restoration in 1846
saw the church repaired and the new tower added. The three
bells dates from c.1499, 1602 and 1662, hung in a wooden
frame c.1900. Anyone who has been there will remember the
“slots” in the ceiling the ropes passed through, and the very
low sallies as a result!
An initial meeting with the vicar and quote from Whites
of Appleton created a great deal of enthusiasm within the
church for the restoration of their bells. The church felt with
the redecoration taking place at the same time as the bell
project, that a maximum budget of around £30,000 should
be set. It was decided that the wooden bell frame was in good
condition and should be reused, and the “new” bells for the
augmentation should be sourced through the Keltek Trust.
Five bells was the easiest (and cheapest) solution to get in the
tower, all on one level without major alterations to the existing frame. We also decided not to tune the two existing bells,
both of which were listed maiden bells.
On the analysis of the old bells, it was recommended that
the treble of three be stood down as it was underweight for
its note, tonally poor and listed, meaning it would not fit
in with the proposed ring easily. As it was the oldest bell in
the tower, the decision was made to retain it with a trigger
action clapper, hung on one of the new lifting beams above
the ringing bells. Three bells were found to fit with the other
two, two coming from the former octave at Shiplake, and the
former second of eight at Upper Beeding. Prices were agreed
and the bells purchased.
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As fundraising continued, so did the plans for the project.
After the order was placed and measurements taken, we
realised that the frame would produce an anti-clockwise
circle. Not really a problem, but not really what we wanted.
Careful measurements showed we could lift the frame and
turn it through 180° in the tower! As with all projects, we
were aware there may be some sticking points. The three we
most feared were that the ceiling of the ringing chamber was
sheet asbestos, that the beams supporting the bell frame and
ringing chamber ceiling would be riddled with woodworm
or death-watch beetle, or that on removal one or more bells
would be found to be cracked in the crown, and need welding after the cast-in crown staples were drilled out.
Fortunately a close inspection of the ceiling found it to be
plasterboard, this was then removed and the traps opened
for the removal of the bells. The three were rung full circle
on Easter Day 2010, ropes removed and we waiting for the
removal on the Tuesday. The removal of the bells went seamlessly, and all three were on the ground by lunchtime, after a
slight tug of war with the two larger bells to get them round
the electrics (installed after the bells went in above the tower
door!), the frame was turned surprisingly easily, and left out
of the way for the builders. Then came the long wait whist we
awaited the bells return.
On 9th July, our new ring of five, along with the old treble,
arrived back at Newnham, and were left down the length of
the Nave. By Sunday evening the bells and their pallets had
all been decorated with streamers and flowers, looking fantastic ready for a service of blessing. Each bell was prayed for,
and anointed with holy oil. After the service those present
were able to enjoy a pint or two of ale from the local Andwell
brewery from inside the new 3rd!
Monday arrived, new frame sides were taken up to the church
and the job of hanging began. The builders had already put
in the new ringing chamber ceiling, and the old frame bolted
back down through the beams. The bells were hoisted up the
tower to their new home. The former treble being stood in
the window, and funds have so far proved insufficient to hang
it. All went as planned, the builders on site when expected
and finished with minutes to spare before the try out. On
Thursday that week, the new ring of five rang out over the
village for the very first time. All those present agreed it was
an excellent job with the bells handling superbly. A real credit
to Whites’ craftsmanship and skill.
Practices began in earnest, with two returning ringers and
seven new learners coming forwards – a great start to the next
stage of the project.
Sunday 19th September was the date set for the dedication
of the bells, with the Bishop of Winchester agreeing to come
and take the service. A peal was arranged before the service
to celebrate, and many of those involved from the village and
the church were able to have tea with the Bishop before the
service, and listen to the peal from a nearby garden. The service saw around 80 people packed into the church. We were
very pleased to welcome out guests from Upper Beeding and
Shiplake to ring on their old bells in their new home, as well
as representatives from Whitechapel, who had tuned the new
bells, Whites of Appleton and the Keltek trust. Refreshments
were served in the churchyard after the service, rounding off
the end of the project.
Adam Greenley

Young Ringers Outing

O

n Friday September 3rd the Winchester District Young
Ringers went on their annual outing, once again visiting
the Andover District. Fourteen young ringers plus some siblings, one or two ringing parents and a handful of adult helpers met at Longparish for the first ring of the day. Members
came from New and Old Alresford, Easton, Romsey Abbey,
Crawley, Cheriton & Hursley. They later went on to experience the delights of Hurstbourne Priors and St. Marybourne,
ringing plain courses and touches of Plain Bob, Grandsire
and call-changes. Non ringing siblings enjoyed chiming the
bells before raising and after lowering.
Apart from having a very welcoming church and six fine
bells St. Marybourne village also has a splendid recreation
park which offered the perfect venue for a picnic and the
customary game of “cricket”, a village shop which sold delicious ice-cream, some very welcome public toilets and a small
park wih swings etc., which completed the delights of the day
for the very long-suffering siblings who all behaved impeccably. Tower captains for the outing were James Pinder of
Easton, Charlotte Stanbury of Hursley and Charlotte Breen
of Crawley all of whom created a warm friendly atmosphere
for their ringers and made the day a relaxing experience for
the accompanying adults.
Ringing at St. Marybourne was accompanied by a jolly tea
and everyone went home in a happy frame of mind, all looking forward to next year.
Many thanks to all those who came along to share the day.
Jen Churchill.

Interesting Gravestone
We spotted this while on holiday. It’s from St. Mary’s,
Hartpury, Gloucestershire and is in memory of John Hale,
Blacksmith, who in on September 9th 1692 was crushed by a
bell of Newent Church.
Loe here’s interred the Muses Passive Friend;
Their Noblest Science (Ringing) was his End.
His Actions Just, a Martyr of that Skill,
Crusht by A Bell twas Heaven’s Sacred Will.
Melodious Bells delighting him on Earth
Exchang’d Terrestriall for Celestiall Mirth
This fatal Stroke in haste did stop his Breath
Lamented was his Unexpected Death.
The church is also famous for having the Hartpury Bee Boles
in the grounds - an ornate stone bee shelter.
Andrew Byford
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Martin Harbord 1936-2010
From the address given by his daughter printed in
full in Changes

A

gainst the sometimes chaotic backdrop of family life,
Dad had two escape routes – both returning to the
simple things that made him happiest. The first was playing Bridge – a weekly get-together with (I hope I’m not
offending anyone here) an emphasis as much on enjoying
some company and some reasonably-priced wine as on
card-playing strategies. The second was to get out on his
bike – and if at all possible – over to France to enjoy cycling in the countryside and the – um – very reasonably
priced wine. Of which he used to bring back a staggering
amount on one bike.
Of course he did have another hobby which is the reason
we are here today. However his love for bell-ringing was
something he really only discovered when he retired.
He had learnt to ring at Cambridge – typically for an
Engineer – as they needed someone to help maintain the
bells. But he stopped ringing after that until he started
looking for something to replace his working hours at
IBM when he retired. From the moment Tony Perkins
invited him to come down to East Meon fourteen years
ago until his last quarter peal here I know Dad felt utterly
welcome. He rang here to celebrate his 70th birthday,
and he even managed to sneak up the tower to briefly
ring for my wedding here. This church’s tower and those
bells – and those steps – were a second home to him and
he felt enormously privileged to ring here, and especially to
teach the beginners here. In future years the young ringers
here may find that their ringing lapses as education, work and
family take over – but they may – like him – return to love
it in their later years. He rang 122 quarter peals here – and I
know he would be hugely touched that the band are to ring a
quarter peal for him after this service.
Whether he was being a husband, father, grandfather, or

ringing bells or playing bridge, Dad was always deeply humble about his own abilities. “Oh I’m a very average bridge
player” he would say, or “oh, your mother did all the hard
work raising you and your brother”. And yet he would always
be there in the background, supporting and encouraging,
endlessly championing others. And his rewards in life for this
were to be surrounded by wonderful experiences, strong community and loving family.
Sarah Makepiece

Hazel Bailey 1934 - 2010
Reprinted from Les Cloches des Îles

I

n 1979 I decided to hold an open day in the belfry of St.
Mark’s, Jersey principally for the benefit of potential learners for the new ring of bells due to be installed at St. John.
During the course of the afternoon a lady appeared who had
no connection with St. John and stated that she had learned
to ring as a young girl. I invited her to catch hold, standing
by in case of mishap, but my help was not needed as Hazel for it was she who had appeared - handled her bell well with
clear evidence of having been well-taught. As a result she
joined the St. Mark’s band and remained a most loyal member for the next 31 years until her death.
Although she had been taught to handle a bell, including
raising and lowering she had no knowledge of change-ringing. Her fairly quick mastery of plain hunting enabled her to
ring her first quarter on the Treble before the end of August.
The mastery of method ringing on a working bell proved
a more difficult task, but with the perseverance that was a
hallmark of all she undertook, she eventually managed a
quarter peal of Grandsire Doubles (3rds observation throughout) by the end of the next year, with husband Jim whom she
had introduced to ringing, achieving his first quarter on the
Treble on the same occasion. She eventually introduced their
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son Marc to ringing and the three of them rang in several
quarters together.
Unfortunately Hazel had her own unique way of learning
methods which I never understood and which made mastery
of new methods a very slow process. Plain hunting presented
no problems and she quickly rang a quarter of Bob Triples
on the Treble at St. John. Mastery of Plain Bob, both Doubles and Minor and Grandsire Doubles followed and finally
Stedman Doubles which became, I always felt, her favorite
method and in which she became a very safe ringer. Both she
and Jim became stalwart members of St. Mark’s and their
attendance on Sunday mornings was, over the years, a great
support to the church.
It took Hazel a very long time to master Cambridge Surprise
but having done so she quickly mastered Beverley also. The
achievement of which I think she was the most proud was
joining the band of six or seven St. Marks ringers who rang
quarter peals inside to all the (42) standard Surprise minor
methods (the more so as she got there before I did). A lot of
credit for this goes to Simon Linford.
Probably her greatest contribution to quarter-peal ringing
at St. Mark’s - and her last and 417th quarter there was in
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March 2009 - was as a very reliable Treble ringer. She circled
the tower to quarters and was also Tower Captain for a spell
of three years.She was a member of the winning St. Mark’s
team on several occasions in the annual striking competition.
She and Jim became very enthusiastic ringing tourists and as
leisure time made it possible together they rang all overGreat
Britain, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, Canada and on all
the rings of bells in the USA.
Hazel died on 20th June after a very long illness. The groundbreaking treatment which she received meant frequent and
tiring air travel to London but she never complained. The

O

end, when it came, was very quick and she was in palliative
care at Jersey Hospice for but a few days, so much so that her
death came to most of us as something of a shock.
We were very sad to have lost the half-muffled quarter of
Stedman Doubles on the day following Hazel’s death but are
pleased to have rung a quarter of Cambridge in celebration of
her life on the evening of her funeral which was well attended
by ringers past and present.
Our thoughts and prayers have constantly been with and for
Jim and Marc at his time of their great loss.
Jack Worrall

The First Peal For The Guild In The Channel Islands

ur tour started on Friday evening April 23rd 1976 from
Weymouth Ferry leaving at 12.30 am on the 24th landing at 9.00 on Jersey where we rung at St Helier’s on the six
with the local band who ran us to the Airport where we had
our own plane on charter to Alderney.
Thirty minutes ringing here on the beautiful six owing to
a Funeral the Vicar transporting us from the Airport to St
Anne’s the Parish Church A leisurely walk to the Airport with
time for a pint, a Channel Island Brew, cheap, the first one of
the day before taking off for Guernsey and collecting our self
drive Mini Bus.
Now the peal at St Michael du Vale known as Vale with a
steep ladder outside to climb to the ringing chamber with a
view from my bell through the open doorway out to sea to
see the many boats as they sailed by, the first time I have ever
had this experience, they are now rung downstairs around
the Font I am told, I have not rung there since, not half so
exciting as before.
It was a good peal and the first ever for our Guild, three
others being rung for a made up Channel Island Association
which Canon Felstead wrote to The Ringing World condemning this code of conduct as ill mannered to our Guild,
the perpetrators I could name them - but won’t.
But the icing on the cake was yet to come, a Quarter Peal at
Vale conducted by me with local ringers taking part and in
the evening Chris Pickford conducted Grandsire Doubles
again with local ringers involved.

But the afternoon was taken up by ringing on the Town
Church bells, they were French bells with a Gillet and Johnson tome, the two trebles tricky, these were rung by Chris
and myself to Plain Hunt on Seven, Mike Hilson a local
ringer joining us for this ring.
The local Structural Engineer was present to check Tower
movement,our ringing was limited to three rings Bob Minor
and strangely enough Bob Minimus, we got the eight and as
far as I know this was the only ringing done on them in living memory, other bands were only allowed to Chime, I have
never rung on the new eight or on the six at Forest where we
rung the four on the Monday before sailing for home
Yes- we had time to tour the Island in our hired Mini Bus
no ten then only I believe a three but I did ring on the ten
when they were in their former home at Feltham but not on
Guernsey, perhaps one day I will come back, who knows and
grab the ringable three.
We were on a package tour with Peter Stuvesan, (have I spelt
t his right?) we had 200 cigarettes and a bottle of Whisky,
two nights in a Hotel at St Peter Port where we drank the bar
dry and the -Ferry ride all for £32 how’s that for a good deal
or a good memory. One Peal, Two Quarter Peals and a rare
tower, Holy Communion where we met the Church Warden,
got the necessary permission and left with happy memories of
Channel Island hospitality.
Geoff Dodd

Bramshott Ringers Raise Money for Cancer Research
Two members of the Bramshott tower
entered the Race For Life this year. This
is an annual nationwide sponsored 5km
run/walk in aid of Cancer Research UK.
Mary Cripps and Anne Bailey took part
in separate events in memory of Mary’s
late husband Joe Cripps, dear friend and
former Tower Captain at Bramshott who
died in October 2009
Between them they raised over £1,000 for
Cancer Research and thank everyone who
supported them.
Anne Bailey
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John Davey receives the Inter-District 8 Bell Trophy from the Guild Master, David Strong,
on behalf of the Christchurch & Southampton District
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